*Indicates First Class Standing

FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Master of Business Administration

ALBELADY, Nada
ALDEHAIM, Salma Mansour
ALHAZMI, Amani
ALSEEDI, Waleed
BAILEY, Karla Alena
BARMAN, Sanjoy
BASHARI, Robert Hudson
BEL, Jocelyn Susan
BODDULURI, Vivek
CAO, Guoyu
DO HAI, Linh
ELLARD, James Rodney
FOGLIETTA, David
FU, Yu
GEMMILL, Richard Ian
GUPTA, Gaurav
HABBANI, Arwa
HARTADI, Haryanto
HU, Yaosheng
HUANG, Tao
JIANG, Mengran
LI, Shuo
LI, Zhenghao
LIN, Xuchao
LYU, Xiangjun
MASTERS, Vanessa
PILATZKE, Trevor Neal
RAMESHBHALI, Navadiya Maulikkumar
ROSS, Carly Dawn
SAI, Vishnu
SIDHU, Sahilpreet Singh
SINGH, Karan
TALARICO, Joseph Nicolas
WANG, Biyao
WU, Jiancheng
XU, Di
XU, Jingsi
YANG, Hanlin
ZAED, Afnan
ZHANG, Chi
ZHOU, Lu
ZHOU, Yi

Master of Science in Management

CHEN, Qian
CHEN, Xinrui
JOK, Arop Deng
KILAR-BEARMAN, Erin Jessica Noreen
LIU, Yunling
PANG, Yilisha
SORAMAKI, Matthew John
SU, Chen
XUE, Nan
ZHENG, Jiachen

Honours Bachelor of Commerce

*PETERS, Stephen
Business Administration

*VAN SCHIE, Joshua Robert
Marketing

Bachelor of Administration

CUSTODIO, Laura
FOX, Brandon Mitchell
SU, Yinru
XU, Jingchun
ZHENG, Yao

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Doctor of Philosophy

SHIELDS, Tracy Jill
Educational Studies
Specialization in Social/Cultural/Political Contexts
Dissertation: Cross-cultural Organizations and the Empowerment of First Nations Learners

Master of Education

BARNETT, Francisco Michel Juneau
Educational Studies
BAZDARICK, Leanne
Education for Change
Specialization in Environmental and Sustainability Education
Thesis: Eco-arts Education: Developing a Connection with the Natural World through Yoga and Mindfulness

BROCKLEBANK, Glen William
Education for Change
Specialization in Indigenous Education and Environmental and Sustainability Education

CZACZKOWSKI, Monique Marie
Educational Studies

DEAGAZIO, Nicole Juliana Marie
Educational Studies

DHOOMA, Ebrahim Hoosen
Educational Studies

DRAZENOVICH, George Anton
Educational Studies

DULKU, Rajinder Kaur
Educational Studies

ENSTROM, Trudi Ester
Education for Change
Specialization in Social Justice Education

GLOOR, Brett
Educational Studies

HOSHIZAKI, Tomiko
Educational Studies

KARGBO, Bassie
Education for Change
Specialization in Environmental and Sustainability Education

KORA, Danyelle
Educational Studies

MCKINLEY, Shane
Educational Studies

MEADOWS, Mindi Lee
Education for Change
Specialization in Environmental and Sustainability Education

MOU NAYER, Rima
Educational Studies

PATCHINEELAM, Ravi
Educational Studies

RAMROOP, Angelina Marcel
Educational Studies

ROBSON, Kelsey Anne Evelyn
Educational Studies

ROSE, Samantha Elizabeth
Education for Change
Specialization in Social Justice Education

ST-ARNAUD, Edith
Educational Studies

STEERS, Jennifer Christine Marga
Educational Studies

SU, Jinghui
Educational Studies

VAN HAAREN, Kevin James
Educational Studies

VANDERSTELT, Emma Mariena-May
Educational Studies

WILLET, Chelsea Blake
Education for Change
Specialization in Social Justice Education

WRIGHT, Lauri Lynn
Educational Studies

Bachelor of Education Concurrent with Faculty of Science and Environmental Studies

IVAN, Graydon
Fall 2016 Graduates

Bachelor of Education Concurrent with Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities

BREW, Angeline
CAMPBELL, Rebecca Antoinette
DOWNER-REID, Caitlin Elizabeth
*DWYER, Amanda
GRIGOROVSKY, Stefanie
LEBLANC, Julia Josephine
MCRAE, Ian James
WILLIS, Joseph Frederick

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Master of Science

HAZRAT GULOM, Ahmed Jawad
Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Investigation of a Stirling Engine-Thermoelectric Green Energy System for Hybrid Power Generation Applications from Waste Heat Exhaust Gases Produced by IC Engines

Master of Science in Engineering

MACDONALD, Matthew
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: A Mechanism for Simplified Scanner Control with Application to MRI-guided Interventions

SHARMA, Anuj
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: A Design Methodology for Low Power CMOS Current Source

SINGH, Guriqbal
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Space Shift Keying Modulation in Presence of Multiple Co-channel Interference

GU, Xiaojuan
Environmental Engineering
Thesis: Nutrients Recovery from Municipal Wastewater Effluent using Electrochemical and Freeze Concentration Approaches

MOHAMMADIDINANI, Niyousha
Environmental Engineering
Thesis: Experimental Investigation and Modelling of Sand Jets Passing through an Immiscible Layer
Fall 2016 Graduates

**Bachelor of Engineering**

ACHARYA, Dhruv  
Mechanical

BAIER, Jason  
Mechanical

CANUEL, Iain  
Civil

CIESLICKI, Mariusz Kamil  
Civil

COLES, Scott  
Electrical

DE VOS, Adam  
Electrical

DIGBE, Jean  
Civil

ELMAAZOUZ ALAOUI, Ayoub  
Electrical

ENGLAND, Brian  
Software

FILON, Charles  
Mechanical

GULLINS, Aaron  
Civil

HABIBI, Salar  
Chemical

KIM, Eric  
Mechanical

KIM, Natalie  
Electrical

LUNA, Edward Giovanni  
Civil
MALIK, Aman
Electrical

MANTEUFFEL, Robert
Electrical

MIZOOJI, Mohammad
Civil

MOHSENI, Seyed-Hassan
Civil

MUIA, Michael Jonathon
Mechanical

OULAHEN, Evan
Mechanical

PATRIQUIN, Laurence
Civil

SICZKAR, Cody
Chemical

SIDHU, Gurjeet
Mechanical

SINGH, Sarbjot
Civil

STEPANENKO, Mikhail
Mechanical

ZAILO, Andreas
Mechanical

**Diploma in Engineering Technology**

BINOYA, Lorenz John
Mechanical

CAREN, Julie Anna
Mechanical

DE LEON, Gabriel John
Software
LILLEY, Ryan
Civil

MAZUR, Dominic
Software

MCDONALD, Justin
Mechanical

MCKAY, Morgan Alexander
Mechanical

MUKHERJEE, Adityadev
Mechanical

NELSON, Tyson
Electrical

ROBERTSON, Josephine Dagmar
Chemical

SMYKALUK, James Kipling
Mechanical

STEWART, Siobhan Rose
Chemical

TEMPELMAN, Eric Fitzgerald
Mechanical

FACULTY OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES

Doctor of Philosophy

ALANI, Taslim
Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: Healing the Whole Self-Exploring the Development and Evaluation of a Community-Based, Culturally - Competent, and Evidence-Informed Group Therapy for Women Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence

ENGLISH, Megan Marissa
Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: Adaptive and Maladaptive Outcomes of Perfectionism and Changes after Mindfulness Training
TIPPIN, Gregory Kyle  
Clinical Psychology  
Dissertation: Audience Response to Photovoice as a Mental Illness Antistigma Intervention

Master of Arts

CAMPBELL, Stephanie  
Clinical Psychology  
Thesis: Evaluating the Attention Network Test and its Ability to Detect Cognitive Decline

CHONG, Samantha Marie  
Clinical Psychology  
Thesis: Cortical Reactivity and Attentional Bias during a Body Image Exposure

EWEN, Victoria  
Clinical Psychology  
Thesis: Single-Session Counselling in Mental Health Services - Evaluation of a New Program

TOOMBS, Elaine  
Clinical Psychology  
Specialization in Women's Studies  

TZALAZIDIS, Rebecca  
Clinical Psychology  
Thesis: Concordance Between Objective Psychometric Neuropsychological Test Findings and Subjective Self-report and its Relationship to Functional Impairment in Depression

Master of Health Sciences

KOSKI, Jessica  
Specialization in Gerontology  
Thesis: A Case Study of Journey Mapping to Create a Palliative Care Pathway for Naotkamegwanning First Nation - An Analysis and Lessons Learning using Participatory Action Research

Master of Public Health

ALLAN, Jacqueline
AMOT, David Senior

BAILEY, Allison
Specialization in Nursing

BELCOURT, Noel
Specialization in Nursing

BENITEZ-EK, Thomas

BERGIN-PAYETTE, Karen Joanna
Specialization in Nursing

DI BIAGIO, Alexander

EATON, Terri Dawn
Specialization in Nursing

FLYNN, Kellie Paige
Specialization in Nursing

FOLINO, Paola
Specialization in Nursing

GOSSELIN, Amy S A
Specialization in Nursing

GYASI, Rose
Specialization in Gerontology

HTAT, Ying Thit Thit
Specialization in Nursing and Gerontology

ILORI, Opeyemi Sarah
Specialization in Nursing

LATTO-HALL, Claire Celine
Specialization in Nursing

LEVESQUE, Jenna Patricia
Specialization in Nursing

MENNELL, Katrina

PEREIRA, Cheryl Maria

PERVEZ, Saad
Specialization in Epidemiology

PRETE, Savannah Simone
Specialization in Nursing

RIDDICK, Christine

ST-DENIS, Christine Heather

THOMPSON, Beverley
Specialization in Nursing

WABISCHEWICH, Rebecca Lynn

WANG, Rose Noi
Specialization in Epidemiology

WAXER, Hannah
Specialization in Nursing

WEAVER, Margarita
Specialization in Nursing

WHITE, Amber
Specialization in Nursing

Master of Science

BOYLE, Alexandra Lorelle
Kinesiology

CARLSON, Stephen Lyal Douglas
Kinesiology
Thesis: The Influence of Neck Stiffness, Impact Location, and Angle on Peak Linear Acceleration, Shear Force, and Energy Loading Measures of Hockey Helmet Impacts

DUMPHY, Dennis
Kinesiology
Thesis: The Effect of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury on Reaction Time, Dual-tasking Reaction Time and Heart Rate Variability in Driving Simulation

MOHAMMED, Aya Sabah
Kinesiology
Thesis: The Effect of Spring Loaded Single-Hip Support Cane Mechanisms on Upper and Affected Lower Limb Ground Reaction Forces, Muscle Activity, and Self-perceived Ease of Use

PROUTY, Sarah Lynn
Psychological Science
Thesis: Environmental Tobacco Smoke Exposure Reduction and Smoking Cessation Interventions Targeted at Parental Populations - A Meta-analysis and Exploration of Implementation Measures

Master of Social Work

BIEHN, Matthew
BODNAR, Kristy A
KOSHOWSKI, Kristine
PATOLA, Vanessa

Master of Social work with Graduate Diploma in Health Services and Policy Research

VANCE, Laurie
Specialization in Women's Studies

Graduate Diploma in Professional Kinesiology

ALLORE, Siobhan
BACHORSKI, Alyssa Danielle Jeanette
BEAUBIEN, Cynthia
BURNELL, Bradley Joseph
CHADWICK, Sarah Marie
CLOSS, Karlie Anne Elizabeth
COOKE, Ashlee
DENHAM, Emily Shirley-Helen
GERVASI, Tiffany Ellen
GLENA, Brett Walter Anthony
GLOWA, Candace
LUCKAI, Krista Margaret
MONCRIEF, Lauren Brooke Fay
OLEGARIO, Kevin Gerard
PARKER, Noel Ralph
POSITUK, Ashley Dawn
REEB, Kara
VAKLAV, Maximilian Nicholas
VOGT, Charissa Ashalena
WILLISCROFT, Darren Bryce

Honours Bachelor of Arts
*CO, Crystal Yick  
Gerontology and Psychology

COMPTON, Kaitlyn Marie Martl  
Psychology

Bachelor of Arts - 4 Year

JACKSON, Brett Kailen  
Psychology

Bachelor of Arts

*ARNOLD, Karen Lynn  
Psychology and Philosophy

CAMERON, Tracey Lynne  
Psychology

DUBREUIL, Stephanie  
Psychology

FORTIN, Matthew  
Psychology

MEIDINGER, Sabrina Michelle  
Gerontology

*SIRIGNANO, Christina Sarah  
Psychology

STANLEY, Kate  
Psychology

Honours Bachelor of Kinesiology

AHMED, Faiz Attique  
Co-Operative Option

NYMARK, Michael

REHAL, Ishmeet Singh

TOPPING, Colin Anthony

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
ZAIDI, Muhammad Qutaiba

Honours Bachelor of Science

CHEDORE, Brittany
Psychology

HENRY, Amber
Psychology

*MACLEAN, Alannah Katelyn
Psychology

Bachelor of Science

*BOURNE, Austin
Psychology

Honours Bachelor of Social Work

*AHMED, Farah
ALLEN, Jessica
*AMOAKO, Akosua
*AZZAM, Nagham
BARBOSA, Stephanie
*BARNES PHILP, Elsa
*BERNARDI, Sarah
*BHOOP, Sandipa Nicole
*CAPINDALE, Nicola
CARLI, Alana Lee Patricia
*CHOLETTE, Justin Dwane
CLARKE, Sarah Dinah
*COPPOLA, Vera
*CROCKFORD, Paula Beryl
*DE Vlugt, Lori
*DOBSON, Maria Georgina
*EGAN, Rachel
*FARAH, Naiima
*FARQUHAR, Riley
*FELIX, Mary Dornallie Jemmy
*GRANDE, Sarah
*GREENOP, Emily
*Himmelman, Christine
*JenerEAUL, Ashley
*JOHNSON, Erin Jane Rebecca
*LANDON, Andrew J
*LEBRUN, Roxanne
*LEHTO, Olivia Lauren Niemi
*LEIBOWITZ, Natalie
MACDONALD, Shaya
*MARRYSHOW, Tracie
*MARSHALL, Jessica Hunter
*MARTINEZ, Candace Ella
*MASCI, Melissa
*MCCARNEY, Courtney
MCGRAIL, Kylie
*MENDOZA, Katherine Joy de Mesa
*METALLO, Mafalda
*MILLS, Rebecca
*MOLDOVEANU, Andra
*MORENO, Andrea
*MOROZOVA, Marya
*MYYRYLAINEN, Jessica Elina Faith
*ODIKA, Patience
*PEEVER, Kelsey Alexandra
*PEREZ, Adriana Karina
*POMPILI, Jonathan
*QUINTON, Stefanie
*RADOCCHIA, Mileah
*ROBERTS, Carly
SAPKOTA, Tila Ram
*SINGH, Dev
*SPEHAR, Katelynn
*SPUNAR, Brandon
*STOKKERMANS, Ashley
*THOMSON, Hillary Ann
*TOMANEC, Arianna
*TREMBLAY, Danielle
*VALCONI, Natasha
*WAKEWICH, Kimberly Robin
*WARD, Nicole
*WICKE, Adam
*WITHERSPOON, Stephanie
*YAGUDIN, Yana
*YORK, Sheryl
*YOUNG, Meghan
*ZAUMSEIL, Dana

FACULTY OF NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Doctor of Philosophy
HOMAGAIN, Krishnahari  
Forest Sciences  
Dissertation: Environmental and Economic Impact Assessment of Biochar-based Bioenergy Production in Northwestern Ontario, Canada

NEWAZ, Md Shah  
Forest Sciences  
Dissertation: Effects of Photoperiod, Soil Moisture and Soil Temperature on the Northward Migration Potential of Jack Pine under the Scenario of Doubled Atmospheric CO2 Concentration

Master of Science in Forestry

HAYES, John Alan  
Thesis: Comparing the Spatial Pattern of Fire and Harvest Disturbance in Boreal Ontario Watersheds

HOEGY, Zachary Ronald Wilbur  
Thesis: Genetic Diversity and Colonization Patterns of Onnia tomentosa and Phellinus tremulae (Hymenochaetaceae, Aphyllophorales) in the Boreal Forest near Thunder Bay, Northwestern Ontario

HUME, Alexandra  
Thesis: Trends in Growth and Soil Nutrients Following Fire and Logging

LUKACS, Endre  
Thesis: The Distribution, Abundance, Seasonal Movements and Diet of Reintroduced Elk (Cervus canadensis) in Habitats Created by Clearcutting in the Boreal Forest

MIHALUS, Shayna Dawn Deborah Hope  
Thesis: Perspectives on the Social, Economic and Environmental Impacts of All-season Roads in Two Remote First Nations Communities in Northern Ontario

FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy

CHANG, Xin  
Chemistry and Materials Science  
Dissertation: Synthesis and Electrochemical Studies of Titanium Dioxide Based Nanostructured Catalysts for Environmental
Applications

MOL, Christina
Biotechnology
Dissertation: Bioremediation of Contaminated Soils from Mine Sites Using Native Plants in Northwestern Ontario

Master of Environmental Studies in Northern Environments and Cultures

HODGSON, Tasha

Master of Science

BAIG, Ayat
Geology
Thesis: Characterization of the MAX Porphyry Mo Deposit using Trace Element Geochemistry in Hydrothermal Alteration Minerals, Trout Lake, B.C.

ABU ALAMAH, Adeeb Ali M
Computer Science

AGRAWAL, Amar
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

ELMORE, Diane
Biology
Thesis: Studies on Water Quality of Aquaculture Farms with an Emphasis on Flavobacterium psychrophilum and UV Treatment

FERRAZZO, Paige Catherine
Biology
Thesis: Examining the Role of Ascorbic Acid in Prevention of Heterotopic Ossification

HE, Guochao
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

KAUKINEN, Daniel Larry
Computer Science
KUMAR, Praveen
Computer Science

MISHRA, Vipul
Computer Science

NEMEC-BAKK, Ashley Susan
Biology
Thesis: Secoisolariciresinol Diglucoside Reduces Cell Death and Upregulates Antioxidants in Cardiac Iron Overload

OWUNNA, Kyrian Irechukwu
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

PIDUGU, Venkata Naga Sai Praneeth Kumar
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

SALVI, Sagar Vidyadhar
Computer Science

SHENG, Renyuan
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

SINGH, Manpreet
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

TATIKONDA, Vamsi Krishna
Computer Science
Co-Operative Option

YIP, Christopher Ira
Geology
Thesis: Sedimentology and Geochemistry of Regressive and Transgressive Surfaces in the Gunflint Formation, Northwestern, Ontario

Honours Bachelor of Arts

GRECICA, Jason
Economics

Bachelor of Arts
LAI, Hiu Ching
Mathematics

**Honours Bachelor of Arts and Sciences**

*FULFORD, Christie
Geography

GROVE, Matthew Joseph
Geography

IVAN, Graydon
Geography

**Honours Bachelor of Science**

BAKER, Patrick Galen
Biology and Chemistry

DILLABOUGH, Brittany
Geography

JOHNS, Jillian Leigh
Biology

ZOCCOLE, Derek
Computer Science

**Bachelor of Science**

CARR, Cameron David
General

ISLAM, Mohammad Saiful
General

*KAJORINNE, Jessie Kathryn
General

*KYLE, Maria Patricia
General

PRINSLOO, Zachary James
Earth Science

SAUNDERS, Karoline Astrid
Fall 2016 Graduates

General

SPARKS, Dalton
General

*UCHMAN, Matthew Joseph
General

YOUNG, Douglas Edward
Earth Science

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Master of Arts

LUCIFORA, Michael Francis
History

PETRIE, Sherrie-Lee Rose
Sociology
Specialization in Women's Studies
Thesis: Lived Experiences of Sexual Violence

PRICE, Taylor Robert
Sociology
Thesis: Open Access Publishing in the Social Sciences and Humanities in Canada

Honours Bachelor of Arts

KELTAMAKI, Esa
English

*PANINA, Valeria
Women's Studies

*REINIKKA, Madeline May
Indigenous Learning

VRBANAC, Mirjana
Political Science (Pre-Law)

WALKER, Jamie Leanna
Sociology

Bachelor of Arts
BIRSTON, Lia Danielle  
General

CHOUINARD, Dayle Janice  
Sociology

CORNELL, Kylie Christine  
Sociology

COUSINEAU-CARRICK, Lucas Wayne  
Political Science

DAY, Kelley Theresa  
General

FRANCIS, Paul Kenneth  
Political Science

KOK, Ecem  
Political Science (Pre-Law)

LESOVICH, Merissa Leanne  
Women's Studies

MCINTOSH, Erica Vivian  
English

RAPOSO, Robert  
History

*SCARLETT, Candice Marie  
General

SHARMA, Taniya  
English

TREVISANUTTO, Amanda  
General

TURNER, Corrine Elaine  
General

*WIEBE, Amanda Kathleen  
English

WILLIS, Joseph Frederick
Fall 2016 Graduates

English

ZACHARY, Charmaine Danielle
Sociology

Honours Bachelor of Arts and Sciences

ABREFI, Krista
Criminology

ATKINSON, Carter Joseph
Criminology

*BURNS, Alisha
Criminology

BUTTINEAU, Alyssa
Criminology

CAMPBELL, Rebecca Antoinette
Interdisciplinary Studies

CASSELS, Mary
Interdisciplinary Studies

*DWYER, Amanda
Interdisciplinary Studies

GOLLOP, Danielle Alaana
Criminology

GRIGOROVSKY, Stefanie
Interdisciplinary Studies

JERONIMO, Jennifer Crystal
English

MAGUIRE, Alison Linda
Interdisciplinary Studies

*MATSON, Ryan Mitchell
Criminology

MCRAE, Ian James
Interdisciplinary Studies

MORELLO, Ashley Kathleen
Interdisciplinary Studies

PERRIE, Trevor
Interdisciplinary Studies

SPEERIN, Shawna
Criminology

STARUCH, Hillary
Criminology

*VANDEN BERG, Emily Marie
Interdisciplinary Studies

Bachelor of Arts and Sciences

BREW, Angeline
Interdisciplinary Studies

ISRAEL, Evan
Interdisciplinary Studies

JURSA, Alison
Interdisciplinary Studies

LEBLANC, Julia Josephine
Interdisciplinary Studies

*LESTER, Sydney
Interdisciplinary Studies

MCLENNAN, Samantha Danielle
Interdisciplinary Studies

MCRAE, Jonathan Vincent
Interdisciplinary Studies

MULLIN, Joshua John
Interdisciplinary Studies

NEUMANN, Rachael Catherine
Interdisciplinary Studies

RAMSBOTTOM, Kayla Marie
Interdisciplinary Studies

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation
DOWNER-REID, Caitlin Elizabeth